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Also referred to as Bricolage/ Triangulation/ Mixed methodology

Combining/mixing more than one methodology or way of thinking to 

investigate a particular problem/ issue from different relevant angles

Mix of qual and quant methodologies

Mix of qual methodologies (in-person and/or digital)

Mix of target segments/ stakeholders

Verification/comparison of results of different methodologies

Elaborate/ build on findings – yields more detail/ comprehensive 

reactions

Multi disciplinary
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Richer data/ better insights/ more comprehensive in-depth learning. 

Enables the research team to layer their experience and enhance their 

understanding

Increases research team’s effectiveness

To get as close as possible to reality

Not rely only on reported behaviour and recall of actions and 

decisions, but to get closer to observing actual behaviour and 

evidence of attitudes

More versatile/ interesting/ fun for participants

Allows voice of consumer to be heard

Gestalt – more than the sum of parts – offers insight into ‘bigger 

picture’
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Global alliance of experienced independent research consultants. 

Senior expert researchers who know each other and have worked 

together for years.

Provide a client high-level, global insights as well as identify new 

product development and growth opportunities.

This case study is example of combination of digital methods
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Example of getting closer to reality. Reported behaviour lists dog beds as priority 

amongst equipment needed for dogs, but photos submitted during mobile diary show 

that most dogs appear to prefer human beds ☺
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Example of combination of digital and in-person methods
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Discussion of values, aspirations etc. confirmed importance of furthering education and 

climbing career ladder
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Was interesting to see the touch points of enjoying wine during their study or career 

moments
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Enabled us to share intimate and private moments without intrusion (self-ethnography)
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Combination of digital methods

Background: Mixtable is

an online service for the online generation

This is for the busy young professionals to meet offline

Just for fun and to meet new people, not a dating platform

Situation: Great ideas – Small budget! – Lots of questions!

So this is why we came up with the idea to create a Small Community

The standing community allowed the start-up company to quickly feed 

burning questions and get immediate feedback.   

And, it seemed like a natural fit:  using their communication channel: 

mobile and online as data entry: 

• input via a mobile app to collect data (photos, videos, emotions) 

• online discussion forum for longer and more detailed responses and 

to build on other’s contributions
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Documentation of an „Evening Out“

� Preparations and planning

� Start of the evening

� During the evening

� Meet people

� Location

� Back home – evaluation

Online Discussions

� Criteria for successful evening

� Excitement - Frustrations

� How to meet new people

� Expenses

� Test Concept
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Combination of digital methods and social media research

Cloud listening using Social media research software Bakamo

Climate change hot topic in social media – 23million posts in 2015
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Example of digital and in-person methods and good illustration of 

investigating a problem from the viewpoint of different targets and 

stakeholders.

Knowledge harvest synthesizes all available data on the topic, including 

operational data, marketing research, share tracking and similar. 

Executive sponsor interviews:

One hour interviews with three execs in the line of business, and this 

was used to ensure research captured what they really wanted from 

the project. This was also early. The knowledge harvest and sponsor 

interviews helped the insights team focus their efforts.

MindSwarms Videos:

- The focus of this project was/is Canadian market. BUT, client 

knew that a certain segment of the business had changed quickly in 

the US. Team used the MindSwarms videos to get information on that 
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segment and the emerging competition. You get to ask 7 questions of 

15 respondents, who answer by video.

Mystery Shop:

Done by subcontractor who specializes in competitive intelligence 

shops. The shops were done on client, on their key competition in 

Canada, AND on a handful of global companies considered best-in-class 

in the category, and more advanced on integrated omni-channel 

technology. Individual shoppers (often qualitative researchers or 

similar) went through an application process for the specific product. 

Yielded tremendous amount of detail from 15 shops, which enhanced 

the learning about the processes of specific companies

Front line staff interviews:

Dyad interviews conducted with front line staff in the client company. 

Some were call-centre people, some branch staff, etc.

In depth discovery interviews:

Two hour interviews. Half in facility, half in homes. 18 in total. Client 

accompanied researcher on the in-homes. Highquality video of all 

interviews, were edited into thematic highlights on specific topics. 

Integrated reporting and sharing with the client project team.

Construction of the customer journey map and future idea of the 

customer journey was collaborative between the customer and 

research team, with some input from the guy running the mystery 

shop.

Benefits of this approach.

- No stone unturned

- Deep insight into all aspects of the customer journey on this 

product

- Client has used a lot of leading experience design companies, but 

commented that this work was much stronger. 

- Incredible richness of information

Challenges of this approach.

- Very demanding on the supplier team
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- Requires a lot of coordination
-
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Things to keep in mind that will improve our chances of a delicious flavoursome end 

product
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In this example all participants in the online research had recently 

acquired a specific type of long term insurance product. I would like 

you to think back and reflect on your feelings during and after that 

decision making and buying process.

Please look through this picture deck and choose a picture that best 

represents your feelings about that experience. Click on the picture to 

select it and then please tell me why you chose this particular picture? 

What does it say about your feelings and experience?
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Bubble drawing was posted with comment on left and participants had to complete the 

blank comment on the right.
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Instruction to participants: As you probably know, a “Dear John” letter 

is a break-up letter. Maybe you have had to write one of these to an 

ex-boyfriend/ ex-girlfriend/ fiancée or worse, received one….

Please put yourself in the role of someone who is ending a relationship 

with a formerly favourite product/brand/ company. Write a note, as if 

the product was a person, explaining why the relationship is over. You 

can explain what frustrated or angered you to the point of ending the 

relationship. You also need to tell the person who is likely to replace 

them in your heart, attention and wallet.

(This and more similar techniques from US colleague Laurie Tema-Lyn 

in her 2011 book Stir It Up! Recipes for Robust Insights and Red Hot 

Ideas, Paramount Market Publishing Inc)
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This example was used in the Wine case study mentioned earlier.

Instruction to participants: Today I need you to Show and Tell in a different way. I need 

you to complete the following sentence: I love wine because it makes me feel …….  

Then I need you to share a picture to show me what this feeling looks like. You can take a 

picture, use any picture you have on your phone or found on the Internet or in a 

magazine. This time I do not want to see a picture of wine packaging or wine glasses etc. 

I want to see a picture of something different (unrelated to the product) but that 

describes the feeling in your sentence. 

Some examples around the theme of wine makes me feel relaxed……
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Some examples around the theme wine boosts my confidence
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Think wider about using digital methods – not just for data capture but also for project 

management

Discussion boards great for coordinating geographically dispersed (whether national or 

international) project team or debriefing dispersed client team
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Pitfalls that can ruin the flavour of your dish

Need to adapt questions for particular method.

In-person:

Can explain during process

Ask one question – and ask follow up question later

Can repeat most important info

Can play with voice

Online/ digital:

Very clear and detailed

Say it short – but explain enough

Split-up follow-up questions

All info  needs to go into the question

Instructions below question

Highlight most important parts: 

Use colors, underline, bold
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Pretest & Improve q‘s after first entries

Affirm positive participation online, it illustrates to other participants 

what the researcher/ moderator needs from them

Address negative/ inadequate/ inappropriate participation privately –

private message, e-mail or even call. (Encouragement by cellphone very 

helpful)

Set realistic expectations and respect participant‘s time. Rather over-

claim the time required per day 

Question yourself whether you would I be prepared to do what 
I’m asking my participants to do?

Very fine balance between keeping interest high, fostering engagement 

and overburdening participants with too many requests/ demands 

leading to respondent fatigue and drop-out
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